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Finding accurate and efficient methods to calculate quantum dynamics in condensed phase poses a significant challenge in theoretical chemistry. [1] [2] [3] One common strategy to treat quantum dynamics with many degrees of freedom is to decompose the total system into the system and bath parts. 4 It concerns quantum dissipation theory ͑QDT͒ that governs the time evolution of the reduced system density matrix. Various approximate QDTs, despite of their broad range of applications, encounter an ever increasing challenge largely due to the emergence of single-molecule and nanoelectronics techniques. Formally exact QDTs do exist. They are traditionally described by quantum master equations with the projection operator construction [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] or by path integral formalism with the Feynman-Vernon influence functional.
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Numerically accurate methods are however very limited and inefficient by far. The aim of this work is to develop a numerically accurate and efficient propagator to the general reduced density matrix dynamics. We target at an alternate formalism, the hierarchical equations-of-motion ͑HEOM͒ approach. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] It is not just an exact but also a nonperturbative form of QDT. Its construction was originally proposed by Tanimura and Kubo. 12 It involves consecutive time-derivatives on path integral to resolve the memory in the influence functional, [15] [16] [17] [18] together with certain series expansion of bath correlation functions to construct the hierarchy. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] The resulting dynamics variables are the reduced system density operator and a set of well-defined and hierarchically coupled auxiliary density operators ͑ADOs͒. A unified HEOM-QDT was recently developed for both bosonic and fermionic bath interactions, which can also be either canonical or grand canonical statistical ensembles in nature. [18] [19] [20] Demonstrated systems include quantum dissipative tunneling, 14,24 electron transfer reaction, 25, 26 linear and nonlinear spectroscopy, [27] [28] [29] [30] and quantum transport. 31, 32 Despite of its being the most versatile form of QDT in application, numerically efficient methods to HEOM-QDT remain largely unexploited. We propose here a desired quantum dissipation propagator algorithm based on a suitable scaling of the original HEOM-QDT followed by an accuracy-controlled numerical filtering. The central idea is based on the observation that often there is only a small fraction of total ADOs significant to the reduced system dynamics. The algorithm to be developed provides a way to safely discard unimportant auxiliary terms. With the original HEOM properly reformulated, the filtering algorithm allows an automatic truncation of hierarchy according to a preselected tolerance. We will then demonstrate that the new method can reduce the number of ADOs by orders of magnitude. Thus, the improved efficiency of the HEOM approach makes it possible to perform numerically exact study of non-Markovian quantum dissipative dynamics in the challenging regime of strong system-bath coupling at low temperatures.
To elaborate the essence of the proposed quantum dissipation propagator algorithm, let us consider the exact HEOM-QDT with a single Drude dissipation mode as follows. The total Hamiltonian in the bath h B -interaction picture assumes H T = H + HЈ͑t͒. The system Hamiltonian H can be time dependent due to, for example, a pulsed laser field interaction. The system-bath coupling assumes a͒ Electronic mail: qshi@iccas.ac.cn. 
͑1͒
The generalization to multimode system-bath coupling ͚ a Q a F a ͑t͒ is rather straightforward. 18, 33 In Eq. ͑1͒, Q is the system operator through which the generalized Langevin force F͑t͒ = e ih B t Fe −ih B t acts on the reduced system. Throughout this work, we set ប ϵ 1 and denote ␤ =1/ ͑k B T͒ as the inverse temperature and L = ͓H ,·͔ as the reduced system Liouvillian. We also set ͗F͑t͒͘ B ϵ tr B ͓F͑t͒ B eq ͔ϵ0, where B eq ϰ e −␤h B is the equilibrium Boltzmann density operator of the isolated bath. The generalized Langevin force is assumed to be a Gaussian stochastic process and can therefore be completely described by its correlation function, C͑t − ͒ = ͗F͑t͒F͑͒͘ B . C͑t͒ is related to the bath interaction spectral density ⌫͑͒ via the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. 34 Without loss of generality, we exemplify the new dissipation propagator algorithm in the hierarchical Liouville space with the Drude spectral density ⌫͑͒ = ␥ / ͑ 2 + ␥ 2 ͒. The corresponding correlation function is expanded in an exponential series as
Here, ␥ 0 = ␥ is the Drude decay constant, while ␥ kՆ1 =2k / ␤ are the Matsubara frequencies. The involving temperature-dependent coefficients c kՆ0 are also all determined via the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. In principle, the exponential series is infinite, i.e., K → ϱ in Eq. ͑2͒. We will come back to this issue later ͓cf., Eq. ͑7͔͒. The HEOM formalism can be derived using the path integral technique [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] or the stochastic Liouville equation approach. 35, 36 This formalism couples the reduced density operator ϵ 0 to a set of well-defined ADOs n 0 . However, its specified form depends on the way of treating correlation functions. For the exponential series expansion in Eq. ͑2͒, it reads 15,16,18
The involving subscript n = ͕n k Ն 0; k =0,¯, K͖ consists of a set of non-negative indices with ͚ k=0 K n k = n. It specifies that n ϵ n 0¯nK is an nth tier ADO. Suppose 0 is of order one, then from Eq. ͑3͒, the magnitude of n is proportional to ͉c 0 n 0 ...c K n K ͉ ͑we also assumed that the order of Q is one͒. The subscript n k Ϯ differs from n only by changing the specified n k to n k Ϯ 1.
The HEOM-QDT is in principle exact and nonperturbative. Moreover, with some simple truncation schemes, it terminates at the first tier for a pure dephasing system and at the second tier for a harmonic system and a linear operator Q, regardless the strength and memory time scale of the systembath coupling. 20, 30 In general, the HEOM formalism takes the combined effects of anharmonicity, system-bath coupling strength, and memory time into account. Converged results are obtained with truncation at finite levels of the hierarchy. Different truncation schemes converge practically to the same result. [15] [16] [17] However, the number of the coupled equations of motion increases rapidly with the level of hierarchy. Apparently, the number of ADOs at a given tier level n is ͑n + K͒ ! / n ! K!; thus, the total number of ADOs is
Here, L denotes the hierarchy level of truncation, while K, as indicated in Eq. ͑2͒, is related to the number ͑K +1͒ of exponential components of the correlation function being treated explicitly in the HEOM. The number of ADOs, N͑L , K͒ itself alone, can be huge in the case of strong system-bath coupling and low temperature. Thus, the major challenge in the HEOM formalism is its numerical tractability, which is greatly limited by the memory and central processing unit ͑CPU͒ capability, even for a two-level system where each ADO is a 2 ϫ 2 matrix. We are now in the position to detail the proposed accurate and efficient method to propagate the HEOM. The key step is an appropriate scaling scheme that enables a simple filtering algorithm with a preset error tolerance ␦ for the reduced system density operator ϵ 0 of the primary interest. As discussed earlier, the magnitude of specified ADO n ϵ ͕n 0 ,¯,n K ͖ is of the order ͉c 0 n 0 ...c K n K ͉, depending on the individual bath correlation function terms in Eq. ͑2͒. Mathematically, such a dependence describes how a given n is related to 0 indirectly via a sequence of tier-down actions along the inward direction of the hierarchy. Note that it is also associated with the factor n k in each tier-down action. The proposed scaling for each individual ADO is now
Thus, Eq. ͑3͒ is recast as
In fact, the scaled Eq. ͑6͒ can be regarded as the expansion of a stochastic differential equation with a normalized basis set, while the original Eq. ͑3͒ goes with an unnormalized basis set for the same expansion. 37 Note that the amplitude ͉ n ͉ is of the order ͟ k ͉c k ͉ n k ϰ n , which may not be small for a large system-bath coupling strength . In contrast, ͉ n ͉ is of ͟ k ͱ ͉c k ͉ n k / n k ! and does decay to zero for high hierarchical levels.
We will soon numerically verify that the proposed scaling scheme leads to a uniform error tolerance ␦ among all
ADOs. This property supports a filtering algorithm that greatly improves the efficiency of the HEOM-QDT approach. It can go as follows. Let ͉ n max ͉ be the largest absolute value of all the matrix elements of n . Now, if ͉ n max ͉ becomes smaller than the predefined error tolerance ␦, the corresponding n is set to zero. Apparently, the filtering algorithm validates also an automatic truncation of the required hierarchy level for each individual ADO on-flight during numerical propagation.
The truncation for the required number of Matsubara frequencies K still goes with convergence. Different K-truncation schemes were proposed in the literature. [15] [16] [17] [18] We will compare two of them: ͑A͒ the simple K-truncation scheme where contributions from the Matsubara terms with k Ͼ K are simply discarded and ͑B͒ the Ishizaki-Tanimura scheme 15, 16 where the Matsubara terms with k Ͼ K are treated using a Markovian approximation. The HEOM formalism for the former is just Eq. ͑6͒, while that for the latter is similar but with iL there being replaced by 15, 16 
where ⌬ K = ͚ m=1 ϱ ͑c K+m / ␥ K+m ͒. We first consider the dynamics of a spin-boson model in which
The filtering algorithm is coupled with the Runge-Kutta method 38 to solve the coupled differential Eq. ͑6͒. Figure 1 shows the converged result using different K when applying the simple truncation scheme. Parameters used in the calculation are ␤␥ =1, ␤V = 0.1, E 0 = 0, and ␤ = 5. The initial state is assumed to be on the donor state T ͑0͒ = ͉1͗͘1͉ e −␤h B / Z B . The results show that the dynamics quickly reaches a ratedynamics region. The convergence with respect to K is rather slow in the simple truncation scheme as the result is still not well converged when K = 19.
The inset of Fig. 1 shows the convergence with respect to K calculated using Eq. ͑7͒. The result converges with K = 2, which is significantly faster than Eq. ͑6͒. The slow convergence in Eq. ͑6͒ could be due to the slow decaying of c k series for the Drude-type spectral density.
The efficiency of the filtering algorithm is more remarkable for large K values. Figure 2 shows the convergence with respect to the tolerance ␦ for K = 19. The simple K-truncation scheme is adopted. Table I In the second example, we calculate the absorption spectrum of an excitonic dimer. We consider the single-exciton Hamiltonian
The optical transition energy of each monomer is assumed to be the same as ⍀ = ⑀ j − ⑀ 0 , and the coupling between them is −J. The excited state energy of each monomer is modulated independently by a stochastic force F j ͑t͒ acting on Q j = ͉j͗͘j͉. The spectral densities for F 1 and F 2 are assumed diagonal with the same Drude model ⌫͑͒ = ⌫ 11 ͑͒ = ⌫ 22 ͑͒ with parameters ␥ = 0.3J and =4J. The absorption spectra is calculated using where = ͚ j ͉͑0͗͘j͉ + ͉j͗͘0͉͒ is the transition dipole operator. The initial state is the thermal equilibrium in the ground state ͉0͘. The absorption spectra are calculated at two different temperatures, ␤J = 2 and 5, and are shown in Fig. 3 . In the low temperature ͑␤J =5͒ case, K = 3 were used for each monomer, and the maximum automatically truncated hierarchical level is 22. This would result in more than 10 6 ADOs in the original unfiltered HEOM approach. While using the filtering algorithm, converged results were obtained with less than 2000 ADOs.
In summary, we have proposed an efficient filtering algorithm to propagate the HEOM-QDT, which is expected to have wide applications in studying dissipative quantum dynamics in condensed phases. This algorithm not just scales all dynamics variables ͑i.e., ADOs͒ to have a uniform error tolerance but also automatically determines the anchor level L of the hierarchy on-flight during numerical propagation. The current algorithm thus greatly increases the efficiency in the L space truncation. We have also investigated the convergence of the HEOM with the number of Matsubara frequencies K and showed that the simple truncation scheme may result in a slow convergence with K. For the Drude spectral density used in this study, the truncation scheme proposed by Ishizaki and Tanimura 15, 16 is found to significantly improve the convergence in the K-space. In the case of very low temperature or some other spectral densities, other K-space truncation methods may be needed to achieve an overall high efficiency in propagating the HEOM equations. Such possibilities are currently investigated in our groups. 23  23  24  25  26  29  N  68  97  180  275  422  2304 
